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According to the signed agreement, Servier is to assess the
opportunities for potential transfer of modern pharmaceutical technologies for contract manufacturing production in
Kazakhstan. This Agreement also considers the development and implementation of joint scientific projects in different therapeutic areas and carrying out a set of educational
and awareness campaigns and programmes in the field of
prevention and treatment of non-communicable diseases.
“For Servier development and strengthening of our cooperation with the Republic of Kazakhstan, where we have been
operating for more than 20 years, is one of the priorities.
We still have a lot to do together with our partners, but I
am confident that this is a very important and timely step
towards increasing the availability of high-quality innovative
solutions for patients of the Republic of Kazakhstan,” said
Jérôme Gavet.
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In 2018, Swissôtel Krasnye Holmy Moscow was first recognized as Europe’s Leading Luxury Business Hotel 2018.
“We are honored to once again become the owner of this
prestigious award. Despite the growing competition in the
market, the hotel manages to maintain the highest reputation, offering travelers the Swiss hospitality combined with
the highest quality of service. We are very pleased that our
efforts are valued both by the professionals and our guests,
and we promise to constantly deliver the top standards of
service. This year we are dedicating these awards to late
Sarik Tara, the founder and honorary chairman of ENKA
Holding, hotel owning company. Mr. Tara is the reason why
we have our hotel as a part of the Russian Cultural Centre
“Moskva – Krasnye Holmy”. He will always be in our heart as
we will continue enjoying fruit of his vision,” said Jan Chovanec, General Manager of the hotel.

Tablogix

Tablogix started managing operations
of Michelin logistics centre

Swissôtel Krasnye Holmy won two
awards
On 30 June 2018, at the World Travel Awards award ceremony in Athens, Swissôtel Krasnye Holmy Moscow was recognized as Europe’s and Russia’s Leading Luxury Business
Hotel 2018.
The World Travel Awards is the most prestigious award for
outstanding achievements of the travel industry. The World
Travel Awards was established in 1993 and this year marks
its 25th anniversary. WTA is awarded according to the results
of voting of thousands of tourists and industry professionals. Swissôtel Krasnye Holmy Moscow receives a prestigious
award for the 12th time and from year to year confirms its
leadership in the Russian market.

One of the leaders of the tire market, Michelin, selected
Tablogix for managing operations of the logistics centre
in Russia. The warehouse is located on the territory of
the Michelin industrial site in Davydovo (Moscow region);
the warehouse area is 61,000 sq m. Tires from this warehouse are shipped to points of sale in Russia and CIS as
well as for exports. Tablogix started working on 1 August
2018.
The logistics centre allowed Michelin to optimise logistics
processes in Russia and CIS, reducing storage costs and delivery time. The company develops an innovative approach
in logistics to provide the best service and quality for its
customers.
“It is strategically important for us to expand cooperation
with the world industrial leaders. We are happy to provide
logistics support to our new partner and we expect that our
collaboration will allow both companies to strengthen positions in the market,” said Denis Savelyev, Sales Director of
Tablogix.
Tablogix is known in Russia as one of the first logistics
company who began to provide warehouse services for the
automotive aftermarket according to international quality
standards. Today, Tablogix manages the central part distribution centres of the largest automotive companies.
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